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Abstract
The quality of the current tagging services can be greatly
improved if the service is able to cluster tags by their
meaning. Tag clouds clustered by higher level topics enable
the users to explore their tag space, which is especially
needed when tag clouds become large. We demonstrate
TagCluster - a tool for automated tag clustering that
harnesses knowledge from Wikipedia about semantic
relatedness between tags and names of categories to achieve
smart clustering. Our approach shows much better quality of
clusters compared to the existing techniques that rely on tag
cooccurrence analysis in the tagging service. *

Tagging services that assign relevant keywords to
documents or objects have become quite popular in the
past few years. Currently tagging is an essential part of
Web 2.0 applications such as social bookmarking services
(Furl, del.icio.us), blogging (Technorati) and photo-sharing
services (Flickr) [1].
Tagging services provide their users with a repository of
tagged objects - a tag space - that can be explored via tag
cloud. Tag cloud is some kind of a visual depiction of a set
of tags. Tags in a tag cloud are either listed alphabetically,
or the size of tags in a tag cloud is proportional to their
popularity. In practice, such tag clouds fail to help in
exploration of the tag space when the number of tags
becomes more a less significant (approximately more than
100). Improving search and exploration in tag spaces has
been studied from different perspectives, among a variety
of approaches we distinguish a simple yet promising idea
that automatically dividing tag cloud into a number of
semantically cohesive clusters would make it much more
helpful for tag space exploration [2].
In existing methods [2], relatedness between tags is
inferred by means of tags co-occurrence analysis of the
tagging service repository: tags are considered related if
they are assigned to a common object. However, this
assumption is quite uncertain and as a consequence the
methods often produce dirty clusters [2]. In contrast, the
key point of our approach is using Wikipedia to compute
semantic relatedness between tags and to pick the names
for the clusters and we demonstrate that this results in
higher quality tag clusters.
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Key Techniques
TagCluster processes tag cloud in three steps. The
following key techniques are used in these steps:
• For each tag in the tag cloud we find its corresponding
concept in Wikipedia. We use our Wikipedia-based
disambiguation tool for proper handling of homonym
tags. The disambiguation tool is described in [4].
• We create a weighted graph for the tags, where each
vertex is the corresponding Wikipedia concept and each
edge is the relatedness between concepts with the
corresponding relatedness weight. Relatedness measure
between Wikipedia concepts is computed as described in
[4].
• We use Girvan-Newman community detection algorithm
[3] to partition the graph into semantically cohesive
subgraphs. For each subgraph we derive its topic: we
compute centrality measures for its vertices, then collect
the Wikipedia categories of the concepts (vertices) and
rank them according to the concept’s centrality measure.
Categories with the highest rank constitute the
community subgraph topic.

Demonstration
We demonstrate TagCluster on the del.icio.us tag clouds.
We collect the tag cloud of any given del.icio.us user and
perform the clustering. We show that our approach
produces smarter clusters compared to existing approaches.
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